Meeting Minutes from 5/15
Bill Clark is reporting that it is unlikely gatherings of larger than 100 will be allowed through the summer
so there are big questions about if we would be able to host dual meets or the League meet.

VSA Update from Jacsen
VSA was informed by their insurer on 5/14 that the State Championship meet will not be covered
because they do not cover events during a pandemic. So as of right now it does not look like there will
be a State meet. There is a committee has been formed at the VSA level to try and find some creative
solutions for the summer.

Jacsen from Winooski
We are not going to be able to open this summer. The pool build stopped in mid-March and the earliest
we could open would be August 1. Does not look like we will be able to use space at the Y over the
summer so we will likely not have a team at all this summer.

Kelly from St. Albans
Planning to open the pool and run camps. Trying to get creative about running swim lessons,
lifeguarding courses etc. Want to be able to run some activities for kids this summer.

Marissa from BTC
They are planning to open the pool and will be trying to run clinics or something else creative. Parents
are chomping at the bit to have the team this summer.

Grace from BCC
From the club manager they will plan to host dual meets and practices if possible. Will plan to run clinics
if possible. Submitting to the state to open for June 1.

Colleen from MIDD
Planning to only open for summer camp and swim lessons, will not be opening to the public. Thinking
about doing swim camp or swim clinics. Questions about if families will be comfortable doing anything.

Jess Workman

Concerns about the insurance coverage of officials. Not able to run any officials clinics right now but if
things start back up in July she will be offering what she can.

Andrea from TEST
Town pool is planning to open. We are not officially saying yes or no yet. Concerns about getting the
team in and out of the pool. Meets are not looking great because of the limited group numbers.
Ally from TEST
Most events over 50 are being cancelled for the summer and so the CVSL may need to make a decision
about the season sooner rather than later.

John from EDGE
Hoping to open at least 1 of the pools in a phased approach, potentially June 15, looking to get the
entire organization approved so not opening certain segments. Looking to provide what they can
depending on the time and space constraints. Looking to first get year round swimmers back in first and
then summer only swimmers as possible.

Michele from Vergennes
Pool committee is trying to figure out with City Manager and Rec Director how to open the facility. 50%
chance that they will open for the summer and still unclear about what that will look like for the swim
team.

Ally from TEST
If you want to push on the city managers to get the pools open you can remind them that it is important
to open the pool to keep it healthy.

Cancellation of the 2020 CVSL Championship Meet
Logan motions to cancel the 2020 CVSL Championship Meet. Jess seconds
Discussion- None
Unanimous decision to cancel the meet.

Virtual Meets
Logan- Would be great to investigate options for virtual meets for the summer season
Jacsen- VSA is putting together a virtual season so I think it would be great to do that as a whole state
and not just at the CVSL level
Tom- St. Albans is all in on the virtual meets!

CVSL Dual Meet Season
Logan- makes a motion to cancel the 2020 Dual Meet season with an option for virtual competition
Bill- modification- option for online or modified in person meets- accepted
Unanimous decision

John at the EDGE- question about the possibility of an open water event for the state?
Bill- this motion allows us to room to make decisions down the line about being part of organizing
something like this but we will need to come back together down the line to put something like this
together.

Plan is to put together a blurb from the CVSL and the VSA together by the end of the weekend to send
out to families. Allowing us time to get in touch with our closest contacts on the team and the coaches
before the larger announcement goes out.

